
An award-winning
documentary that takes

a provocative look at
morality & politics

in Holland.
Written, produced

& directed
by Jonathan Blank

"A seductive documentary about Holland, which permits 
prostitution, abortion, pornography and marijuana use, has banned capital punishment and 
handguns, and has the lowest prison rate in the world, not to mention low rates of crime, 
abortion, teen pregnancy and drug deaths.  The movie argues that many laws governing 
personal behavior cause more crime than they prevent." --Roger Ebert

"Blank's intriguing documentary, Sex, Drugs & Democracy 
offers an uncensored tour of the nether parts of the Netherlands. The sources, articulate and 
well pedigreed, are convincing." --Rita Kempley

KRON-TV "A wild, crazy and twisted comedy!" --Jan Wahl

An original comedy
Written, produced

& directed
by Jonathan Blank

a humorous look at the
baseball memorabilia

collecting frenzy
Written, produced

& directed
by Jonathan Blank

              "            (3 ½ stars)…Producer-director Jonathan Blank's 
fascinating investigation of the multibillion-dollar baseball 

memorabilia business. "Collecting America" is first-rate reporting and an absorbing mix of 
interviews with industry entrepreneurs, execs, dealers, players, fans and sportswriters, along 
with footage of conventions and ball games." --Joseph Gelmis

"Blank's funny, informative documentary is fast-paced, beautifully 
combining interviews with dealers, fans, market analysts and 

Hall-of-Famers. It's exceptionally well edited and even handed."  --Bruce Eder

www.jonathanblank.com
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"Provocative...The film marshals impressive statistics to 
suggest that a climate of freedom and tolerance reduces 

crime and addiction." --Stephen Holden

"This indie film, which had a successful art-house run, spotlights Holland, 
where nothing seems taboo…It's a compelling picture of tolerance.  The 

country's history of democracy goes well beyond the more puritanical mores of other 
countries that fancy themselves liberal.  Everyone will come away with a broader 
perspective on the human condition."  --Catherine Olson

"FFFF (4 Stars)  The movie challenges people to 
examine their freedoms and limitations."  --Bob Fenster 

"FFFF (4 stars) Finally, something good on TV…It has 
more laughs than some big screen successes, and contains off color humor that works 
better than any "American Pie" film." --Charles Tatum

"Young people everywhere are really going to vibe on the movie."
--Geoffrey Macnab

"A fascinating, provocative documentary which provides a 
humorous  view of how a childhood hobby has grown into a $10 

billion market." -Ian Rowe

"Keeping the spirit of Frank Zappa alive!"
--Meredith Ducote

Wired for Entertainment

"Jonathan Blank and Philip Craft's script is 
funny, but it's the performances that make this film stand out.  Alan Thicke is excellent as the 
evil televangelist and his character is not too over the top while still being somewhat manic.  
The entire Zappa clan appears here and add to the proof that they should be due for some 
institutionalization soon (and I mean that in a good way).  Full of music and whacked out 
performances, Anarchy TV turns the establishment on its ear with a biting screenplay and 
scathing satire. " --Brian Matherly

A sampling of reviews for some of the films written, produced and directed by Jonathan Blank


